A series of theorems concerning functions subharmonic in a strip of the plane of x, y9 the typical conclusion being that the limit of a subharmonic f(x, y) when y -> oo, or an integral of f(x, y) over all values of y9 is a continuous convex function of x.
is said to be subharmonic (s.h.) in a domain D if (i) /< oo, (ii)/is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.), and (iii) / satisfies the integral inequality f(x + r cos 6,y + r sin 6) dd T T (M ) for every z of Da nd all positive r = r(z) such th at the circle of radius r round z lies in D\ and to be superharmonic if -/ is subharmonic. A harmonic / is both sub harmonic and superharmonic.
There are connected accounts of the theory of s.h. functions in Littlewood (1945) and Rado (1937) . We note here a few points particularly relevant to our later arguments.
(1) A domain D is an open and connected set of points. A (closed) region is a domain D together with its frontier. We say th a t/is s.h. in R if it is s.h. in some D containing R.
(2) The value -00 o f /is allowed. (3) It is sufficient to suppose (IT) satisfied for each of and all sufficiently small r(z).
(4) To say th at / i s u.s.c. means that /(z )^h m /(£).
(1*2)
If F(z) is analytic then | F(z) is s.h. for 0. If is harmonic, is s.h. for p^ 1. (6) We shall make repeated use of two well-known theorems concerning s.h. functions, viz.
(A) a function s.h. in a bounded R is bounded above in ; (B) a function s.h. in a bounded R assumes its upper bound in a t a point on the frontier of R: and of an elementary theorem on term-by-term integration, viz.
(C) if f t(x), where t is an integral or continuous parameter, is uniformly bounded above, and {a, b) is finite, then lim t-oo rb fb___ f t(x)dx^ I lim
J a J a t ^ co
We shall be concerned here with functions f(x, y) s.h. in a strip cc<x<fi or a half-strip ct<x<(3, y>y. A number of writers (for example Carleman, Carlson, Hardy, Ingham and Polya) have proved theorems concerning special classes of such functions, notably the class | F(z) \p,the typical co
is a continuous convex function of #.f Our main object here is to prove what we can of this kind about s.h. functions of the most general type. Our results include some of those obtained by the writers referred to, but others depend upon the special character of the functions which they consider and are false for general s.h. functions.
Our principal theorem (and the only one whose proof presents any particular difficulty) is T h e o r e m 1. Iff(x, y) is s.h. and bounded above in the half-str then either {a)
is continuous and convex for a < x< /?. In Theorem 3 we replace the condition th a t/is bounded above by a more general condition of 'Phragmen-Lindelof' type. Some such condition is essential, as we show in § 5, where we give an example in which / is s.h., and tends to a limit < f for every x, but < j> is neither continuous nor convex.
Our remaining theorems are developments and applications of these two. * 
forO <x -x0^8. If on the other hand x -x0>8, then, after (2T) and (2*6), -9) for M ^ M0 and all x in question. Thirdly, by (2T) and (2-4), 
Similarly, considering an interval xx^x S x 0, and using instead of x -x0, we can prove the inequality corresponding to (2-14) when x->x0 -0; and the two inequalities together give (2-3).
( b) The argument is essentially the same when < j> {xQ ) = -oo. We have
( * o , V )
for an arbitrary positive G and y^Y = 0. Arguing substantially as under (a), we prove that g(x, 7 ) < -\G for xQ^x S x x and M 2;M0(G), and that g{xi,y)< -\ G
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for y 2; 7 ((2) and M MX ( G ) ; and deduce th at g(x,y)< -\G throughou then follows as before that lim <p(x) = -oo = <fr(x0), X-+ Xo and the proof that ( j ) { x) is u.s.c. is completed.
3.
We now return to the fundamental inequality (1*1). I t follows from (1-1) and (C) that
This inequality is trivial if' <j){x) = -oo. nterval <aq, x2),included in ( ), in which $(x) is not always -oo, and write
for any real p and q. Then \fi(x) is u.s.c., and
Since <fi(x) is bounded above, fr(x) has a finite upper bound attained somewhere in (xx, x2). We prove th at xjr{x) attains its upper bound at one of i.e. th at = / t o r f r ( x2 ) = jn* If not, there is a £ such th at
Let us suppose, for example, that £ lies in the left-hand half of so th at £ ^ \{xx + x2). Since \{r is u.s.c., and
for xx x ^ xx + Sa nd sufficiently small positive £ and S. We take x = £ and r -£ -xx in (3-3). Then
(1 -f cos 6) S d, which is true in an interval of 6 to the left of tt. Thus the integrand in (3-5) never exceeds ^(£), and is less than £/■(£) -£ in an interval to the left of 7r. I t follows that the integral in (3-5) is less than ^(£), a contradiction. The case in which £ ^ \[xx + x2) may be disposed of similarly. Thus xjr attains its upper bound at xx or x2. In particular, if we choose p and q so th at xx, xf) . Finally, it is familiar that a convex function, bounded above and not always -oo, is necessarily continuous;! and this completes the proof of the theorem.
We add a useful corollary. for cc<xx^x^x 2</3, y^Y (xx, x2, e) .
When <
fi(x) = -oo throughout (a, /?), this means t h a t / -> -oo uniformly in (#1, 2 Then g is s.h., and g-> -o 0 uniformly when y->oo.'Also when x = a or x = /?, so th at g < f ^ A on the bounda and the conclusion follows when 77-> 0.
(2) Next, taking the actual hypothesis of the theorem, we consider the parts $2 of 8 , each of breadth b = §(/? -a), for which x ^ |( a + /?) and x 2: |( a + /?), * I t w ould be enough to suppose f s.h. in a < x < fi, y > y and continuous on the boundary.
in 8V Hence, after (1), gi s bounded above in Sx; and similarly it is boun in S2. Thus g is bounded above in S, and therefore, again after (1), g^A , and so f^A , throughout 8 .
The hypothesis (4-1) cannot be relaxed. If
then / is harmonic in the half-stripon the boundary; and f^e inv throughout the half-strip. B u t/-> o o when -l c r c l and y->oo. Thus the o of Theorem 3 cannot be replaced by O.
5. In Theorem 1 we supposed / bounded above, while in Theorem 3 we proved th a t this hypothesis is a consequence of one apparently more general. We now give an example which shows th at some hypothesis of this kind is essential.
It is well known th a t there are integral functions £) = for which (indeed harmonic) in the strip and tends to a limit <f>(x), for every x, when y->oo. But (f)(0) = 0, <f)(x) = 1 (x 4= 0), so that <f)(x) is neither continuous nor convex.
6. As.h. function remains s.h. after a conformal transformation. We can therefore deduce theorems concerning domains of other types from Theorems 1 and 3. We give two examples. 
We put
z = ef£ = f(z) = =
gs(r,0)= f(r,d)-r^H $(d),
then gs is s.h., gs-+ -co on the radii bounding S (so that it is bounded above on these radii), and 9?(r, 6) = (6-5) uniformly in S.
If now z = e-l£, f(z) - 
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* See T itchm arsh (1932, p. 183) . f We appeal now to th e case of Theorem 1 in which <f>{x) = -00 for each x.
7.
If / is harmonic, both / and -/ are s.h. If it is also bounded in the strip of Theorem 1, then < p ( x )i s convex and the corresponding lower limit, is conca If/(# , y) fends to a limit <fi(x) for each x, then (j)(x), being both convex and concave, is linear. The theorem which follows goes a little further. and: (p(x) is linear. It follows from Theorem 3, applied to /a n d -f, th at (}> is continuous and convex, continuous and concave. Since and the two functions are equal when and x = f t , they are equal everywhere, and each is linear. For the uniformity, we appeal to Theorem 2. We have/</> + e for y't.Yfie), and similarly f>(f> -e for y ^ Y2(e). Also (j) -^ so th at fIn particular, if / is harmonic and bounded in the half-strip, and tends to limits when x -oc and x = f t ,i t tends to a (linear) limit uniformly for o is familiar.
Actually more is true. There is a theorem of Carleman and Hardy* which says that, if/ is harmonic and bounded in a <x < ft,y>y, and two lines of the half-strip, then it tends to a limit along all (and not merely along those between the given lines). I t does not seem likely that this could be proved by our present methods, and the analogue for s.h. functions is false.
There are several theorems asserting that a s.h. function of some special type (such as a harmonic function, or the modulus of an analytic function) which is bounded in a strip or half-strip, and tends to a limit along a certain number of lines of the strip, must necessarily tend to a limit along all. The theorem of Carleman and Hardy is one example: another is a theorem of Hardy, Ingham & Polya. If | F(z) |, the modulus of an analytic function, is bounded in a strip, and tends to limits along two lines whose distance apart is less than half the breadth of the strip (a condition certainly satisfied if it tends to limits along three fines), then it tends to a limit along every fine. The examples which follow (the first of which is taken from Hardy, Ingham & Polya) show the falsity of similar propositions for general s.h. functions.
where, in the notation of Tannery and Molk, is dftz ( i), and 0 < < 1, is regular and bounded in any strip 0 < # 5i a ;^l -$<1; | F(z) | = 1 on = and = -f \ cl\ but | F(z) [ does not tend to a limit along any other fine. (2) The function f ( x , y ) -max (esinhl, | eslnh2; |) = max (eslDhl, eslnha: C0SJ/) is s.h. and bounded in the strip | x \^ 2, and / -esinhl if | | ^ limit when | x \^ 1, but not when 1 < | x| ^ 2.
I n t e g r a l s 8. We now apply our results to integrals taken along a line on which x is constant.
T h e o r e m 7.
I f fis subharmonic in the strip tx<x<fi, then
I{x ,y )^\ d t-I

J -y I T T J -j j
Since / is bounded above in any closed rectangle inside the strip, we may change the order of integration. Hence Finally, we must prove I(x, y) u.s.c. Now
Also f^A , say, in a neighbourhood of z0, and so The last clause of Theorem 9 is a theorem of Hardy, Ingham and Polya (19276, p. 407) . In this case, of course, I(x) must converge or diverge to 00.
We may add that, w h en /is harmonic, then I(x), whenever it occurs in Theorems 8 or 9, is linear, and its convergence is uniform.
The conclusions of theorems such as these may usually be strengthened when log/(x, y) is s.h., as for example w hen/is the modulus of an analytic function. Then ekxf(x,y) is s.h. for every k and, applying our arguments to this function and then choosing k appropriately, we can usually conclude th at log/(a;), or log is convex.
9.
If we wish to prove similar theorems about functions s.h. in a half-strip, and integrals infinite at one end only, then we must impose some additional restriction o n /, since * C is a (1, 1) image, s i n c e / '4=0 on c; but 6* need not be, s in c e /is not usually 'schlicht ' in
